
Read complete instructions
before installation!

5150 Eucalyptus Avenue Description: Projector Plank Headlight

Chino, Ca. 91710 Application: GMC Canyon 15-18 headlight installation

888-360-3696

Tools required:

Small flat head screwdriver, T15 Torx bit and driver
3/8 drive ratchet, 3/8 extension, 7mm & 10mm sockets

Improper installation may 
anzousa.com void warranty

Step 1: Open hood and disconnect 

negative lead cable.

Close picture of tab removed.Step 2: Remove fan shroud by removing 9 

plastic push tabs.
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Step 3: With the fan shroud loose, remove fan 

shroud and place in a safe area.

Step 4: Remove four screws with T15 Torx bit to 

loosen grill.

Step 5: Remove six T15 Torx bit screws to 

peel back tire shroud, within bumper you will 

locate three 7mm bolts that must be removed.

Step 5B: Picture of the inside of the bumper and 

removing of the three 7mm bolts, repeat step 5 

on passenger side.
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Step 6: Gently pull down on the side of the 

bumper to detach from fender, repeat process 

on passenger side.

Step 8: Remove two 10mm bolts 

located within the air dam, near 

the front license plate.

Step 7: Detach two clips from under grill with 

panel popper or small flat head screwdriver, 

repeat process on passenger side.

Step 9: With the front bumper being fully detached 

from grill, you can gently detach the grill from the 

truck. Tip: Once you detach the grill from each 

headlight, lean the grill forward and pull out.
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Step 14: Install the Anzo headlight and connect the 

one OEM harness to headlight and repeat step 12 thru 

10 in reverse to secure the Anzo headlight.

Step 10: Remove OEM headlight by removing 

four 10mm bolts, one located near radiator.

Step 11: Remove second 10mm bolt located 

between fender and bumper.

Step 12: Remove two 10mm bolts from on top 

of headlight.

Step 13: Tilt headlight forward to disconnect 

harness. You might require a small flat head 

screwdriver to remove connector, then remove 

headlight.
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©2018 AnzoUSA™.  All rights reserved

AnzoUSA™ products are covered, by a limited one (1) year warranty, to be free of manufacturer’s defects. 

However, certain AnzoUSA™ product categories have warranty policies which differ from this standard, please 

contact your representative for detailed category information. Damage due to improper installation or road 

hazards is not covered.  Seller and manufacturers’ only obligations shall be to replace the product proven to be 

defective. Neither seller nor manufacturer shall be liable for any injury, loss or damage, direct or consequential, 

arising out of the use of or the inability to use the product. Before using, user shall determine the suitability of 

the product for its intended use, and user assumes all risk and liability whatsoever in connection therewith.

Step 17: Test all headlight functions before driving on 

public road.

Step 15: Repeat steps 10 thru 14 on passenger headlight.

Tip: when reinstalling the grill, have someone help you guide the grill 

in place, as the bottom fastener can scratch the new headlights.

Step 16: Reverse steps 9 thru 1 to reinstall front bumper and grill.
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